
Translated letter from EHS

Mrs Juliette MARIN 
Authoress of the Nations Economic Genocide Report
And Institutionalized Pederasty Crime Abolition
Movement in France

Headquarters of the French Armed Forces
General Thierry Bukhard
Chief of the French Armed Forces Headquarters
36 Rue de la Porte d’Issy
Paris 75015

Paris, April 16th 2024

General Thierry Bukhard, Dear Sir,

Further to an incredible path, putting several times my life in danger, tied to an 
institutional mobbing and a manipulation from a former High Rank Officer of 
the French secret services on me.
I made a report titled : « Nations Economic Genocide » that comes under the 
economic intelligence, proving without ambniguity the genocide in process of 
the French economy, and by repercussion, comes under the juridiction of a 
crime against the Humanity.

I’m obliged by telling you that I’ve made up this report in the purpose to 
protect myself, not to save France, because all has been done with technical 
means and to an overall surveillance on my person, in order to establish the 
World Corruption File.
This report has been released and opened to the public at large, spreaded in 
France and all over the world, translated in many languages, from July 2020.

Since 2016, thousands of victims on the French soil, (held in psychiatric 
hospital, pederasty criminality, steal of patrimony, held under guardianship, 
trusteeship, etc…), are subjected to the same harassment from the French State
Administration, a technic called : administrative institution mobbing.



This victims organize themselves in order to assert their rights.
There is no choice to accept that, despite thousands of lodge complaints to the 
French Public Prosecutor’s Department, the French Justice in its globality refuse
to enforce the French and the European Law, regarding the juridical files that 
touch the pedocriminality, the malfunction and the childhood social welfare 
recurring abuses, under the Department Councils, putting under trusteeship 
and hospital.

Actually, on the land of France, thousands of Citizens are subjected to this 
babarity as such technical, said of mobbing, that brings suicides, kidnappings, 
private properties stealing, this in a total denying from the excutive, the 
legislative, and the French Judiciary.

That gives anlysis, add to the report as : « Nations Economic Genocide », a will 
from the three French Powers of genocide on the French population and the 
Frenc Nation, planning destruction under the great fun of the World Financial 
Elite.
Our present period, in parallel with the period, said the weird or strange period,
between WWI and WWII, has a strange similitudes as the possibility of an 
eventually WWIII.
In fact, Henri Ford, Hitlers’s mentor and rich American manufacturer said 
once : « If Men knew why they make war, they won’t do it ! »

Your position as the Chief of staff of the French Armed Forces Headquarters, 
General Bukhard, I imagine that I don’t have to learn you about millions of 
deaths on the French soil during WWII didn’t bring liberty in France, but left in 
progressive end total dependence the French Nation to our allied, the United 
Satates of America, bound to a monopolistic fact on the French and the 
European economy.
Henri Ford in his famous sentence, cited above, talked about the financial 
circles.
Our civilization in its rhythmical pace history orchestred by religious technical 
divisions, but first of all, by planning economic wars on Nations and populations
all over the world.

In 2021, Mister Gassilloud, when he was elected Deputy from the Tenth 
Circonscription of the Rhône Department, received several times the report 
« Nations Economic Genocide ».
A report delivered into his own hands by a Mayor from his Circonscription.



Mr Gasilloud today, is named President of the National Defense Commission 
and the Armed Forces in the National Assembly, (Deputies Chamber).
This report proving juridically the World swindle on the sovereign debts bound 
to the International Monetary Fund and the running genocide on the French 
population for the financial minority’s privilege.

For this reason, this report has been sent also to him with certified mail 
delivery, when he took his new function, (dated 12/15/23) at the National 
Defense Service and Armed Forces, 126, Rue de l’Université, 75355 Paris PP 07.

Mr Gassilloud has also called out on that subject « Nations Economic 
Genocide » on media broadcastings.
Few months later I had to flee the French soil to Spain.
In the front of the obvious will to conceal the Nations Economic Genocide to 
the great public’s eyes, I went in contact, thanks to a French refugee alert 
launcher, with the Guardia Civil. This late one making us in contact with the 
Spanish Secret Services, to whom we gave the Nations Economic Genocide, the 
name of the French Army High Rank and former officer of the French Secret 
Services, that he manipulated me few years backward, like others of corruption 
files, tied up to a total denying from the French Court of Justice.

For this reason at our appointment with the Spanish Secret Services, I let them 
know that I left France because the mobbing went too far on me.
In fact, during one of a moving in Lyon City’s subway, I noticed a power coming 
from anywhere, took control on my mind and my body.
In response, the Spanish Secret Service told me that : « It’s normal Mam, you 
are transmitter-receiver !  Such things as a Chief of the French Army 
Headquarters it’s seen as bound to wave weapons, it shouldn’t surprise you.
For this reason, I thank the Guardian Civil and the Spanish Secret Services 
during my several months stay in Spain, and to make us understand that they 
were protecting us.

On the parents initiative, full touched by kidnappings done by the French 
Administrations and social judiciaries, decision was taken to get in contact with 
the French Army.
Hereby, the French Institutionalized Pedocriminality Abolition Movement and 
myself request an appointment with you, as the Chief of the French Armed 
Forces Headquarters.
So, here I am back to France.



Please, find also enclosures to this letter, two leaflets, thanks to the collective 
works made by several French and International Human Beings.

- Article published in the media book named Gendarme Profession : hush, 
hush, shshsh we are genocided and it’s global.

- France ‘’pedoland’’ under the 4th Freemason Reich to each one 
judgment.

- Leaflets as you know in view of your position inside of the French Armed 
Forces Headquarters, are on distribution course in the frame of an 
information campaign, in the name of the Peace Postmen in paper 
format, all over France.

- By certified mail delivery with proof, pieces of evidence.
- By distributions in mail boxes to the Gendarmeries, Police Stations, Child 

Care Centers, Schools, French Administrations, Storekeepers, etc…

And Sir, whether you are not aware of this information campaign from the 
Peace Postmen Team, obviously there is a big problem in the midst of the 
Intelligence Service.

Waiting for your reply, Sir Thierry Bukhard.

Truthfully yours.

Juliette Marin.


